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RESOLUTION ON TEMPORAL INTRODUCTION OF PREFERENTIAL TERMS OF 

IMPLEMENTATION OF INTERNATIONAL DOCTORAL SCIENTIFIC AND 

ANALYTICAL (CREATIVE) PROGRAMS, AS WELL AS SCIENTIFIC AND 

ANALYTICAL ACADEMIC PROGRAMS OF THE IASHE 

 

Taking into account the implemented analysis of practice of realization of international 

doctoral scientific and analytical (creative) programs, as well as scientific and 

analytical academic programs in 2013-2014, the Scientific Council of the Academy has 

recommended the IASHE Presidium to soften (liberalize) certain certification 

requirements imposed to applicants of doctoral and academic qualifications 

temporarily. 

 
In particular, the following was admitted: the GISAP project hasn't reached 

parameters of development expected during establishment of doctoral and academic 

attestation standards and assessment criteria (scale and intensity of participation of 

scientists (representatives of various countries) in research analytics championships of 

the IASHE). Therefore sometimes we are not able to determine the whole pedestal of 

winners in all stages and yearly cycles of championships in various sciences. Besides, 

there are no grounds for organization of continental and world championships in the 

whole range of scientific branches. In this regard the objective possibility (for 

interested scientists-analysts of high professional level) to fully realize own potential, 

accumulate the necessary volume of credits and reach the desired results in relevant 

programs and scientific-analytical attestation of the IASHE is rapidly narrowed. 

Therefore at the current stage of development of the GISAP project attestation 

opportunities of interested persons are often significantly lowered not due to 

qualification-related (professional) reasons, but because of unfavorable administrative 

and organizational (formal) circumstances. The IASHE Presidium considers this 

situation unacceptable. 

 

It was also determined that relevant attestation facilities at implementation of 

international doctoral scientific and analytical (creative) programs, as well as 

scientific-analytical academic programs of the IASHE significantly increase 

organizational and financial expenses of the IASHE. Therefore we will need to 

introduce compensational mechanisms into implementation of indicated procedures 

(just like in educational programs of the IASHE). 

 
Taking the above-said into account the IASHE Presidium has made a decision to 

introduce the following preferential terms of implementation of international doctoral 

scientific and analytical (creative) programs, as well as scientific- analytical academic 

programs of the IASHE temporarily (until official cancellation of the present 

Resolution): 

 

I. The International Doctoral Scientific-Analytical (Creative) Programmes 

 

1. According to the standard rules provided by the Provision “On the International 

Doctoral Scientific-Analytical (Creative) Programmes” (hereinafter referred to as the 

Provision 1) the programmes are implemented automatically and on a free basis. 

 



2. Implementation of programmes on preferential terms covered in this Resolution 

is executed at a special request of any interested person. 

 

3. Those who have been participating in sectoral scientific-analytical championships 
not less than three times during the year have a right to claim to one of the following 

certification privileges: 

 

3.1. Retrospective increase of a doctoral scientific-analytical programme duration, 
which has the following content: 

a) Results of the reporting year are summed up taking into account the rate of 

participation in research analytics championships of the preceding year (i.e. 

certification indices for two preceding calendar years). 

b) If the person concerned has the right to claim for assignment of the relevant 

scientific-analytical (creative) doctoral qualification at application of the relevant 

preference (in accordance with requirements of the Provision 1), such assignment will 

be carried out after making the payment for participation in the educational program 

of the IASHE in accordance with rules stated in par. 13.16 of the Regulations of the 

IASHE educational project “International University of Scientific and Innovative 

Analytics” and on the basis of the relevant agreement with the IASHE. 

c) When the privilege is applied total amount of points gained by an interested person 

is taken into account as stated in the Provision 1 (mandatory parameters of conversion 

of some indices of participation in research analytics championships into credits 
mentioned in the par. 18 are ignored). 

 
3.2. Preliminary conferment of the desired doctoral scientific and analytical (creative) 

qualification is allowed at the following terms: 

a) during the reporting year an interested person has gained not less than 1/3 of 

total credits necessary in order to be provided with scientific and analytical 

qualification International Master of Science Аnalytics (IMSA); 

b) according to the Provision 1, for every missing credit necessary for assignment of 

the desired doctoral scientific- analytical (creative) qualification an interested person 

deposits 50 €. The amount of pledge will be fully or partially returned or compensated 

to an interested person in any other form according to the annual results of the 

following year if during the following year this person gains the necessary amount of 

credits in scientific and analytical championships as stated in the Provision 1. 

c) under the Provision 1, when this privilege is applied the total amount of credits 

gained by an interested person is taken into consideration. Mandatory parameters of 

conversion of particular participation indices into credits mentioned in the par. 18 of 

the Provision 1 are ignored; 

d) if during the year following the reporting calendar year (a year of obtaining the 

doctoral scientific-analytical (creative) qualification using the depositing possibility) the 

person doesn’t earn the necessary amount of credits earlier compensated by such 

deposits, money will not be returned. The corresponding qualification will be 

marked with a status “the certification verification mode” in archive databases and 

the IASHE certification documents.   The status “the certification verification mode” 

will be cancelled and changed to “the certification is achieved successfully” when a 

person gains the necessary (according to the Provision) amount of credits during the 

unlimited period of time; 

e) when this privilege is applied an interested person can claim to the conferment 

of a corresponding (according to the Provision 1) doctoral scientific and analytical 

(creative) qualification after the payment for participation in the educational 

programme of the IASHE as stated in par. 13.16 of the Regulations of the IASHE 

project “International University of Scientific and Innovative Analytics” and in the 

corresponding agreement with the IASHE. 

 

II. Scientific and analytical academic programs of the IASHE 

 



4. Implementation of programs on the basic of standard rules presented in the 

Provision: "On basic terms of acquisition and verification of academic status-titles of 

the IASHE" (hereinafter referred to as the Provision 2) is carried out automatically and 

on a free basis. 

 

5. Implementation of programs on preferential terms covered in this Resolution is 
carried out on the basis of the special application of the person concerned. 

 
6. Those who have been participating in sectoral scientific and analytical 

championships not less than three times during the calendar (reporting) year have a 

right to request the following attestation privileges at mastering scientific and 

analytical academic programs and annual confirmation of academic qualifications - 

status-titles: 

 

6.1. Retrospective extension of duration of the scientific and analytical academic 

program having the following contents: 

a) if the interested person collects not less than 50% of credits necessary to gain 

status-titles stated in the Provision 2 during the reporting year, such person will have 

the right to claim for summing up attestation results of the reporting year taking into 

account indexes of participation in research analytics championships of the previous 

year (i.e. - taking into account attestation indexes for the last two calendar years). 

b) if the person concerned has the right to request assignment of the relevant 

status-title (in accordance with requirements of the Provision 2) during application of 

the relevant preference, such assignment will provided after payment for participation 

of such a person in the IASHE educational program on the basis of rules stated in par. 

13.16. of the Regulations of the IASHE educational project “International University of 
Scientific and Innovative Analytics” and on the basis of the relevant agreement with 

the IASHE. 

 

6.2. Preliminary assignment of the desired status-title or its annual confirmation are 

acceptable on the following conditions: 

a) during the calendar year the person concerned has accumulated (in the research 

analytics championships) not less than 1/3 of the general number of credits necessary 

in order to receive the status-title "Corresponding Member of the IASHE" or verify the 

previously assigned status-title; 

b) for every insufficient credit necessary for receiving the desired status-title or 

verify it (in accordance with the Provision 2) the person concerned deposits 50 €. 

Deposits will be fully or partially returned (or compensated in another form - this is for 

the person to choose) to the person concerned proceeding from the results of the 

following year, if such a person collects the relevant volume of credits in research 

analytics championships during this year. 

c) if during the year following the reporting calendar year (a year of obtaining the 

status-title or verification of it using the depositing possibility), the person doesn’t 

earn the necessary amount of credits earlier compensated by such deposits, money will 

not be returned. The corresponding status-title will be marked with a status “the 

attestation verification mode” in archive databases and the IASHE certification 

documents (the verification mode may also be indicated with the parameter "EX"). 

The status “the attestation verification mode” in relation to the indicated status-title 

will be cancelled and changed to “attestation is successful” when a person collects the 

necessary (according to rules of the present Resolution) amount of credits during the 

unlimited period of time and taking into account the necessity of annual 



confirmation of the status-title. The "EX" parameter in relation to the status-title 

confirmation mode is canceled in accordance with rules of the Provision 2 or the 

present Regulations; 

d)at application of the relevant preference the person concerned has the right to claim 

for assignment of the relevant status-title (in accordance with requirements of the 

Provision 2) after making the payment for participation in the educational program of 

the IASHE in accordance with rules of par. 13.16 of the Regulations of the IASHE 

educational project “International University of Scientific and Innovative Analytics” 

and on the basis of the relevant agreement with the IASHE. Implementation of the 

preferential preliminary mechanism of the status-title confirmation is carried out on a 

free basis. 

 

7. Present Resolution comes into force from the moment of its approval by the 

IASHE Presidium. It is valid temporary until its official cancellation. 

 
8. During the period of validity of the present Resolution its norms have legal 

priority over contradictory statements of other regulations and documents. 


